PROGRAMME
CITIES FOR THE FULFILMENT OF
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
CONFERENCE
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INTERACTIVE FORUM
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ULIÈGE & ONLINE

HOUSE OF CULTURES
OF MOLENBEEK

FORUM 2022
WILL EXPLORE THE
EVOLUTION OF
POST-COVID CITEES
AS WELL AS A BETTER
CONSIDERATION OF
GLOBAL HEALTH IN
PLANNING.

For Urban Passion is back with the sixth edition of its Forum,
focusing this year on the issue of health in our cities - because
healthy city policies lead to healthy citizens.
In all cities, the health of the inhabitants is influenced by
concentration of activities, social inequalities, mobility patterns,
air quality and climate impacts. It is therefore important to act
on the determinants of health which can be addressed in an
integrated way through planning, public and public and green
spaces, housing, mobility, or eco-social inclusion.

THIS EVENT OFFERS PLENARY SESSIONS, WORKSHOPS,
TECHNICAL VISITS, WALK SHOPS AND NETWORKING
EVENTS.

THE DAY’S
PROGRAMME
29.09 IN BRUSSELS
This year we will welcome a dozen internationally renowned speakers, such as
Salvador Rueda, Pierre-André Juven, and even Simon Davies.
• 1.30-3.30 pm. Visit of the old Molenbeek. Departure from the Maison
communale de Molenbeek, Rue du Comte de Flandre 20, 1080.
The visit of the old Molenbeek is focused on territorial practices in the field
of global health. The itinerary alternates between meetings with actors of
some of the facilities and services active in the area. territory.
- The social and health context.
- The Local Social and Health Contract project

• 3.45pm-4.15pm and 5.30pm-6pm - Keynote speakers
(Simultaneous translation)
- Salvador Rueda. Director of the Urban Ecology Agency of Barcelona He
drafted the Catalan Sanitation Plan and Barcelona Metropolitan Area Waste
Management
- Jeroen Koning, Senior-adviseur Gezonde leefomgeving, programma
« De Gezonde Stad », Gemeente Utrecht. He is involved in the RIVMprogramma Healthy Urban Living in Utrecht

- The Ribaucare Centre
- Various achievements in the framework of the Neighbourhood Contracts
With the contribution of Catherine Moureaux, Mayor of Molenbeek and doctor, Olivier
Vanderhaegen of the CPAS Molenbeek, Olivier Schellingen of the Lama project and in
collaboration with the COCOM’s Social-Health Observatory.

• 3.30-8pm. Forum. House of Cultures of Molenbeek.
Rue Mommaerts 4, 1080 Brussels
• 3.30pm Welcome by Rudi Vervoort, Minister-President of the BrusselsCapital Region
Introduction by Paul Vermeylen, President For Urban Passion

• 4.15-5.30 pm, then 6.15-7.30 pm. Three workshops, which will take place
twice, so that everyone can participate in two of them.
SEE OUR WORKSHOPS
• 7.15-7.30pm. Conclusions and recommendations. Paul Vermeylen,
president of For Urban Passion, and Yves Coppieters, ULB, public health
expert
• 7.30-8pm. Concluding remarks. Willy Borsus, Vice-President of the Walloon
government, Minister in charge of spatial planning (to be confirmed), and
Alain Maron, Brussels Minister in charge of the environment and health
• 8pm-9pm. Buffet dinner

THREE WORKSHOPS,
WHICH WILL TAKE PLACE
TWICE, SO THAT EVERYONE
CAN PARTICIPATE IN TWO
OF THEM.
Territorialising positive health, multi-level intervention
Moderators: Renaud Daele and Jeremy Dagnies, directors of
For Urban Passion

WORKSHOP 1

Moderators: Bruno Clerbaux and Kristel Mazy, administrator
For Urban Passion

Urban planning and health. What strategy should be pursued to make the
city more serene and healthy? How can the city be greened to improve
access to nature for all? How can we act at the neighbourhood level to
strengthen the supply of well-being? What integrated management should
be promoted?
Françoise Berthet, Director of Development and Urban Planning, and Margot
Belair, Deputy Mayor in charge of Urban Planning - City of Grenoble

Exposure to different environmental factors. What types of housing and
public spaces should be promoted?
What can be done to develop new common areas and shared spaces? And
promote participatory projects, particularly in the field of mobility linked to
health?
Pablo Georgieff, co-founder COLOCO, architect dplg, Paris & Bas De Geus,
BSI and UCL
Discussant : Michèle Lejeune, Charleroi Réseau Ville-santé

WORKSHOP 2

Strengthening urban and environmental policies

Strengthening the effectiveness of public policies. What is the best way to
cooperate between different levels of government? Why territorialise health
and welfare policies? What is the best way to involve the population to raise
their expectations.
(bottom-up)?
Ri De Ridder, author of «Au chevet de nos soins de santé». Advisor to Federal
Minister Frank Vandenbroucke

Providing services to the territories, improving neighbourhoods. What
services and facilities should be promoted in the context of positive health?
How can we take care of environmental factors in the redevelopment of
territories for greater well-being? What methods should be used at local
level to develop prevention and health promotion?
Simon Davies, Vice-president of the AIA Paris-Nantes Foundation, and co-author
of the book «Bien vivre la ville, vers un urbanisme favorable à la santé
Discussant: Thérèse Van Durme, Be.Hive Coordinator, UCL

WORKSHOP 3

Moderators: Benoit Périlleux and Clotilde Fally, administrators
For Urban Passion
The tsunami of the ageing urban population. Beyond this observation,
how can we act? Can we give up (as in the Netherlands or Denmark) on
building nursing homes? What other responses are there to meet the need
for security and the fear of isolation? Risks related to co-morbidities. What
initiatives should be taken to promote «self-care»?
Jean Hermesse, former Secretary General of the Mutualités chrétiennes, public
health expert, facilitator of citizen initiatives

Inequalities, factors of aggravation of risks. What can be done about the
breakdowns in equality (homelessness or people off the radar)? Can we
stimulate « warm solidarity « mechanisms? What tools should be developed
to reduce the obstacles to overall health and particularly to promote mental
health?
Michel Roland, Professor Emeritus of Public Health, ULB, former President of
Médecins du Monde
Discussant: Eric Corijn, cultural philosopher, and sociologist

TO INITIATE DEBATE, A KEY
CONFERENCE IS OFFERED THE WEEK
BEFORE THE FORUM
On 20.09 at 7pm in Liège and online, the key conference by Chris
Younès
The interdependence between the human world, the animal world
and nature. Which way (and why?) to choose between renaturating
the city, cultivating a culture of well-being, and avoiding extensive
urbanisation?
Chris Younès has a doctorate in philosophy and teaches at the
École nationale supérieure d’architecture de Paris-La Villette. Chris
Younès is a Doctor of Philosophy and teaches at the École nationale
supérieure de architecture Paris-La Villette. Her work and research
develop an interface between architecture and philosophy on the
question of the places of living, at the meeting point between ethics
and aesthetics, as well as between nature and artefact. C. Younès is
Doctor Honoris Causa of the University of Liege.
Introduction by Serge Kempeneers, board member of For Urban Passion.
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Life paths and socio-economic inequalities

CHRIS YOUNES

I REGISTER

20 SEPTEMBER AT 7PM
Amphitheatre NOPIUS, ULiège
Galerie de l’Opéra
Place de la République française 35
4000 Liège

BEST PRACTICES AND WORKSHOPS
GUIDED TOUR

INTERACTIVE FORUM
29 SEPTEMBER from 1.30 pm to 8 pm
House of Cultures in Molenbeek
Rue Mommaerts 4
1080 Brussel

I REGISTER

EGISTRATIO

KEY CONFERENCE

ABOUT FOR URBAN PASSION
For Urban Passion is mainly a place for exchanges and meetings in a forwardlooking spirit, combining conferences, plenary sessions, but also workshops and
networking. For Urban Passion brings together in French-speaking Belgium
territorial professionals (urban planners, architects, landscape architects
sociologists, real estate developers, mobility, and environmental
experts, etc.), environmental experts, etc.).

WWW.URBANISTES.BE
INFO@FORURBANPASSION.BE

